Alicia Ferguson
Subject:

RE: 1201 Fort Street Development Proposal

From: K P
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 1:51 PM
To: Victoria Mayor and Council <mayorandcouncil@victoria.ca>
Subject: 1201 Fort Street Development Proposal

Dear Mayor Helps and Council,
I live at 1025 Linden Avenue, where my apartment faces the Truth Center Prayer Garden. I have only recently
become aware that the Truth Center has been sold, and a massive development is proposed.I implore you to
consider the magnitude of eradicating this historic garden. This is not only a sacred space where Church
members ashes/urns are buried and scattered, but also a wildlife sanctuary for owls, eagles, deer, raccoons,
and a variety of other birds and animals. The huge beautiful cedar trees, sequoia trees, and other trees and
bushes will be destroyed forever. A neighbor recently commented on a Joni Mitchell song “they paved
paradise and put up a parking lot”. That is exactly what I will be looking at if this proposal is accepted! No
more trees. No more wildlife. No more silent prayers of those who find peace in the garden. The devastation
which will occur on this property is heart wrenching. For those of us who treasure the beauty of the greenery
and wildlife this special place holds, it will be life altering. I weep when I look out at it now, and wonder when
the bulldozers will be back.
I have read the development proposal, as well as the blasting information. I am extremely concerned about
the blasting for the underground parking. I am less than 10 feet from the property line. I’m terrified of what
will happen with possible gas leaks, noise, dirt, other toxic substances, and of course the blasting itself. I work
on Balmoral Avenue, a street over from the current development at Vancouver and Pandora. They're blasting
now and it shakes the building I’m in, and trembles like an earthquake under our feet. I cannot begin to
imagine how the blasting will feel when it’s 10 feet from my home. Since becoming aware of this proposal,
something has changed inside me. I simply cannot accept that this beautiful sacred space will be handed over
to be eradicated, and for what, luxury condos and townhouses? Yes I’m angry! Yes I’m fearful! Most of all I’m
so very sad! My old cat Sybil just won’t survive this either!
I welcome each one of you to come to my home, and see what I see, every day. Reach out to the beautiful
cedar at my balcony, watch the mated ducks swim in the pond, watch the squirrels chasing each other up and
down the trees, and maybe if you're really lucky, you'll see an owl sitting patiently, waiting for lunch to come
scurrying by. You may come as a group, or individually, but my home is open to each of you. Please feel free to
contact me at any time.
I would like to request that my letter be attached and considered, when reviewing the development proposal
for 1201 Fort Street, at the CotW meeting on Thursday April 6, 2017. Thank you for taking the time to read my
letter, and I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Respectfully,
Kimberley Patterson
#310‐1025 Linden Ave
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>
> -----Original Message----> From: funpyres@gmail.com [mailto:funpyres@gmail.com]
> Sent: March 30, 2017 6:31 PM
> To: Alec Johnston <ajohnston@victoria.ca>
> Subject: 1201 Fort and 1050 Pentrelew
>
> Mr Johnston
> I must register my serious concerns over the development proposed at Fort and Pentrelew.
> The number of floors on both buildings are not in keeping with the neighbourhood , neither on Fort
and especially on Pentrelew. The townhouses seem to create a solid wall along the street as well. Also
the number of trees affected will also be a loss to the neighbourhood. The greenery along Fort Street
will surely be lost.
> Abstract Developments has built some reasonable buildings in Victoria but I feel this project has been
planned with maximum greed without recognizing what a beautiful piece of property this is.
>
> Thank you
> Mike McLandress
>
>
>
>
> Sent from my iPad
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mayor@victoria.ca; cthorntonjoe@victoria.ca; gyoung@victoria.ca; pmadoff@victoria.ca; mlucas@victoria.ca; jloveday@victori
a.ca; bisitt@victoria.ca; ccoleman@victoria.ca; malto@victoria.ca

Dear Mayor and Council,

Please reject Abstract Development’s proposal for 1201 Fort Street
and 1050 Pentrelew Place.
(based on the presentations made at the Advisory Design Panel [ADP] meeting on January 11
prior to their presentation of the proposal at the Community Meeting on January 12)

Why am I asking you to reject the proposal?
The reasons include looking at the following which I elaborate on below:
1. current open private green space v. their proposed roof top gardens and replacement
trees
2. current zoning/ heritage character/ traditional residential character v. proposed zoning/
proposed character of the buildings and town homes
3. current scale, height and density v. the proposed scale, height and density
4. Abstract’s compliance with v. lack of compliance with the OCP
5. Abstract’s compliance with v. lack of compliance with the Rockland Neighbourhood Plan
6. what the community gains v. what the community loses
“When in doubt, do the kindest thing possible." – Unknown

The kindest thing is to reject the proposal that we saw and ask Abstract to comply with zoning
OR better yet, sell the property to the City to preserve the heritage site, provide a community
space for all residents of Victoria and to protect this gem of an urban forest in Rockland!

1. Current greenspace v. proposed replacement:
Abstract’s presentation started with a long focus on trees –

What they talked about

What they didn’t talk about

how they look now along Fort Street

what the look will be along Fort after their development (from
the same angle they showed of the current view along Fort)

their commitment to preserve that
look and feel

that the replacement value of more small trees is not
equivalent to the current value of mature trees

which trees will be removed

the canopy they are trying to preserve can be lost through
blasting and long term effects on the root system of the
remaining trees
that the fine/penalty of removing a by-law protected tree is
only $300

the number of trees that will be
added in addition to rooftop
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gardens
how the trees are by-law protected
“This area is a unique parkland
setting and trees are highly visible
along Fort Street”. (Mike Miller)
how they look now along Fort Street
their commitment to preserve that
look and feel

Why?
They are aware you are all committed to green space and know that this topic is an emotional one for
you and the community.

Questions related to green space posed to Abstract at the Community Meeting
with Abstract’s responses:
NOTE: answers provided by Graham McKenzie – arborist Talbot and McKenzie Associates unless
otherwise indicated
1. If you reduce height and number of townhomes will the trees be saved?
Yes
2. Will the remaining trees in the zone of blasting be impacted?
(paraphrased) - not confident they won’t; even though the blasting company hired by Talbot
and Mckenzie Associates has a REASONABLY good success there is a real chance of trees dying
in 10 years (he didn’t address surrounding trees not on the Truth Centre property that could be
affected)
3. Did you know that the sequoias are dated back to 1870?
Graham did not know the age of the trees and did not know the history of how those trees came
to that site.
4. How much green space is currently on the 1.7 hectares of land?
No one knew the answer.
5. How will the Garry Oaks grow if they are in planters?
They won’t grow very high because their root system will be contained by the planters.
6. Can we get an arborist’s report?
Currently not available to public but will be put online along with Abstract’s proposal in
advance of the COTW meeting.
How long in advance?
Neither Abstract nor Bob June, Chair of the meeting, knew the answer.

Note: paraphrase of Greg Damant – Cascadia Architect’s admission at the ADP meeting: The
shadow study indicates that the proposed property will be more shadowed than the
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neighbouring homes outside of the property because of the 5 storey building in the back lot
of the site and the height of the townhomes on Pentrelew.

Therefore (my point): Due to the reduced sun on the property, the new trees will not grow to
the current height of the existing trees. And with underground parking, where will the new trees’ root
systems branch out to? Is this why Abstract is planting them in pots?

Questions for you to consider:
1. Why would the community and City be expected to support this rezoning when it blasts out a
currently viable green space that is already enjoyed by tourists and residents?
2. Why would Abstract use an only reasonable (not excellent) blasting system that would likely
impact more trees on the current property, and surrounding properties, post-blasting and in the
next ten years?
3. How is the loss of these mature trees an equivalent gain to the community when they are
replaced by rooftop gardens, small trees and shrubbery?
4. And why should anyone support the rezoning when Graham McKenzie (arborist), without
hesitation, said Yes, to the following question: Could the current trees be saved if the SCALE,
HEIGHT and DENSITY of this proposal is REDUCED TO MEET THE CURRENT ZONING
REQUIREMENTS?
5. If Abstract is so concerned about greenspace, then why didn’t they include rooftop gardens in
their Black and White development? That location had no trees and is in the urban core. More
greenspace in the urban core is desirable.
6. If Abstract recognizes that: “This area is a unique parkland setting and trees are highly visible
along Fort street” (Mike Miller) then why would you want to destroy one of

Victoria’s most unique parkland settings?

2. Current v. proposed zoning/character of buildings
What they talked about

What they didn’t talk about

Incorrectly included 1050 Pentrelew Place

what the current zoning is and why that zoning is
actually appropriate to the site

(which is in the R1B zone) into the R3 AM-2
zoning

Incorrectly referred to OCP section 2.6*
about FSRs - in R3 Zone: 2:1 and in R1B 1:1
their proposal is a blended FSR of 1:37:1

how the current zoning complies with the OCP and
how theirs does not in so many instances

talks about step massing down 2 to 3 stories

how 1050 Pentrelew already fits into the
neighbourhood height (and character) and zone
the recently updated zoning by-laws (March 2016)

this neighbourhood is the right “ballpark for this
type of development” (Greg Daimant, Cascadia
Architect) to avoid sprawling
referred to the RNA as in conflict with the OCP *

the R3-AM-2 Zone clearly states in Section 9:
Where enclosed parking space is provided for all
except visitor parking, and at least 50% of a lot is
open site space and driveways necessary for direct
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access to parking, then
(a) the maximum floor space ratio, based on
the building’s total number of storeys, is as
follows: Storeys /f.s.r. - 1 storey /0.4:1;
2 storeys 0.8:1; 3 storeys/1.2:1 and 4

storeys 1.6:1
(b)

the maximum site coverage of the main
building shall not exceed 40%
Section 10 - Height states: The height of the main
building shall not exceed 12 m and 4
storeys.
how their proposed townhomes do not
complement the neighbourhood because they do
not fit into the traditional residential character of
the rest of the homes on Pentrelew Place
how their proposed development is
SPRAWL because it brings the urban core to a
traditional residential zone and to the heritage
corridor
*Note: There is no section 2.6 of the OCP. At the ADP meeting, they cited the RNA and were proud
that they complied. Walk scores do not suggest anything – they are simply a measurement and there
are properties for sale in the urban core that have better walk scores than this location.

Why? They are aware you are all committed to the OCP and want to demonstrate compliance with it.
Questions posed to Abstract at the Jan. 12 Community meeting:
1. How does your proposal with 12 townhomes of 11 metres in height on
approximately 80 m of street reflect the neighbourhood character when there are
only 2 single family dwellings and 1 duplex on the remaining 60 m of
Pentrelew Place?
Abstract had no answer.
2. How does the 6 storey building on the Heritage Corridor of Fort Street reflect
the neighbourhood character of heritage homes beside and across the
street and the 4 storey condo next door?
Abstract had no answer.
3. Would you consider reducing the number of townhomes to 8?
Mike Miller: I can’t tell you off the top of my head.

Questions for you to consider:
1. Why would the community and City be expected to support this rezoning when it brings the

urban core into a traditional residential and historic heritage corridor?
2. Why would we approve Abstract’s request for a site specific zone when Victoria has close
to 800 zone and the zoning by-laws were updated May 2016? Jonathan Tinney said at
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the Dec. 1 Town Hall (timestamp at 1:52)that City is revising the zoning by-law to

bring zoning in line with the local neighbourhood plans.
3. Why is this location ideal for this type of proposal when Abstract is already developing a 6 storey
building at Cook and Fort (in the urban core zone) and when there are so many proposed
developments of higher density and scale but within the urban core that have better walk scores
than this location?
4. Why build such density, scale and height when Black and White has only sold 70% of
their units?
5. Why build such density, scale and height when the proposed buildings do not

reflect the surrounding neighbourhood?

3.

Current v. proposed scale, height and density

What they talked about

What they didn’t talk about

House across from the proposed townhomes is
8.5 m v. 9.9 m of their proposed townhomes *

house across from the proposed townhomes is
actually, according to the way the City measures
height (and corroborated by Alec Johnston) only
7.54 meters, measured from the mid height of
the land to mid-roof (which is within zoning bylaws)
what the height of the buildings next to on either
side, and across from, the proposed 5 – 6 storey
building
how the 4 – 5 storey building is stepping up
instead of stepping down from the 4 storey
buildings beside it on Rockland and Linden
how 1050 Pentrelew already is stepping down
from the condo building at the corner of Fort and
Pentrelew
how 1050 Pentrelew already fits into the
neighbourhood height (and character) and zone

referred to Building A (facing Fort) as 5 - 6 storeys
referred to Building B (inset behind Building A
and the 12 tall townhomes) as 4 - 5 storeys

How demolishing a healthy house (1050
Pentrelew) goes against the OCP

*Note: At the ADP meeting, however the height of the townhomes was 11 m
Questions posed to Abstract at the Jan. 12 Community meeting:
1. How does increasing the number of residences by 250% reflect a gradual increase in this type of
residential area?
Mike Miller’s response: We are not increasing it by 250%. *
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2. Why is it that Abstract can apply for this rezoning when our own condo across the street cannot
get any rezoning to build up?
No response, although Abstract did admit to working with the City to adjust their plans to
submit.

*Note: in a follow up question, and using the numbers supplied by Sam Ganong, VP Abstract, a
participant at the meeting demonstrated through mathematical calculations that in fact it was an
increase of 300%.

Questions for you to consider:
1. Why build such density, scale and height when Black and White has only sold 70% of
their units at Cook and Fort?
2. Why build such density, scale and height when the proposed buildings do not

reflect the surrounding neighbourhood?
3. Why build such density, scale and height when the proposal does not warrant this type
of overdevelopment of 300% in 1.7 acres of land?
4. Why should Abstract be allowed to rezone when everyone else around the Truth
Centre property must remain in compliance with the zoning by-laws?
5. Why not wait until Rockland completes its Local Area Plan so that the zoning
of this property is respected and remains in line with the vision of the
Rockland Plan?

4. Abstract’s compliance v. non-compliance with the OCP
What they talked about

What they didn’t talk about

compliance with the OCP
referred to OCP section 2.6 about FSRs - in R3
Zone: 2:1 and in R1B 1:1

exactly which other sections they complied with
how they didn’t comply with many
sections of the OCP (see attached table)

*Note: There is NO 2.6 section in the OCP.
Question for you to consider:
Why would you accept this rezoning application when it clearly does not comply with so

many sections of the OCP?
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5. Abstract’s compliance v. non-compliance with the Rockland
Neighbourhood Plan
What they talked about

What they didn’t talk about

referred to the RNA as in conflict with the OCP *

how they didn’t comply with any section
of the RNP (see attached table)
*Note: At the ADP meeting, they cited the RNA and were proud that they complied.

Questions for you to consider:
1.

Why would you accept this rezoning application when it clearly does not comply with any
sections of the RNP?

2.

Why would you accept this rezoning application before Rockland updates its RNP to

its Local Area Plan due for completion early this year?

6. Gains v. losses
Rezoning
proposal
If passed

Gains: Community

Losses: Community

Some revenue via city

Heritage corridor

Additional neighbours

Traditional residence character

Added safety

Open green space
Community health
Community engagement
Too much increase in residences (300%)
Breathing room in neighbourhood
View will change for many residents for the
worse
Likely transient population in buildings: VRBO
and Air BnB

Not passed

Retention of current zoning

Open green space

Commitment to Heritage Corridor

Community health re: natural environment

Commitment to the OCP
Commitment to the RNA Plan
Commitment to the neighbourhood
character

Question for you to consider:
Why would you accept this rezoning application when there are more losses to the
neighbourhood and to the City than there are gains?

Alicia Ferguson
Subject:

RE: Abstract Development's Proposal for 1201 Fort Street and 1050 Pentrelew Place

From: Lynnette Kissoon
Subject: Abstract Development's Proposal for 1201 Fort Street and 1050 Pentrelew Place
Date: January 18, 2017 at 8:58:54 PM PST
To: "Lisa Helps (Mayor)" <mayor@victoria.ca>, cthorntonjoe@victoria.ca, "Geoff Young (Councillor)"
<gyoung@victoria.ca>, "Pam Madoff (Councillor)" <pmadoff@victoria.ca>, "Margaret Lucas (Councillor)"
<mlucas@victoria.ca>, "Jeremy Loveday (Councillor)" <jloveday@victoria.ca>, "Ben Isitt (Councillor)"
<bisitt@victoria.ca>, "Chris Coleman (Councillor)" <ccoleman@victoria.ca>, "Marianne Alto (Councillor)"
<malto@victoria.ca>
Cc: Bob June; Janet Simpson
Dear Mayor Helps and Councillors Alto, Coleman, Isitt, Loveday, Lucas, Madoff, Thornton-Joe and Young,
Please find attached my letter to you all requesting that you please reject Abstract Development's proposal for
the Truth Centre site. I have also attached two tables which look at the developer's lack of compliance with the
OCP and the Rockland Neighbourhood Plan respectively.
Please understand that there are very valid reasons why the neighbours are adamantly against this proposal. I
stand strong with them.
I hope that the letter makes it easy for you to scan the details as I understand them and reflect as we have on the
negative impact this proposal will have on the local neighbours, Rockland and the City of Victoria.
The letters and tables have hyperlinks however, if any of you prefer to have the documents presented to you
printed and in a package, I would be more than willing to hand deliver the packages to City Hall myself.
Please email me and you will receive your package within 3 days.
Thank you for taking the time to hear one voice that reflects many on this very contentious issue.
Sincerely,
Lynnette Kissoon
1025 Pentrelew Place
PS: Warning: I am colourful and emphatic (smile).
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Abstract Development’s proposal for the Truth Centre property at 1201
Fort Street and 1050 Pentrelew Place (Nov. 2016)
v.
The City of Victoria’s Official Community Plan (OCP) (June 2016)
indicates Abstract’s compliance
OCP
Section 2
Scope
p. 13

Plan Linkages –
Regulatory By-laws
p. 15
Section 19
p. 128

Section 6:
Overview p. 33, 34,

X indicates Abstract’s lack of compliance

Description
Purpose, Scope and Linkages
The local Government act also permits an OCP to control and regulate
new development in designated areas. For instance, this plan provides
direction for form, character, exterior design and landscaping in
Development Permit areas and Heritage Conservation areas.
Regulations that govern public and private activities within areas of
municipal jurisdiction, such as land use, building, subdivision and
development, nuisance, business licensing, and animal control. Bylaws
with the OCP are detailed in Section 19 – Plan administration.
Plan Administration
19.4 That review and update of the Zoning Bylaw is strategically
undertaken in the following ways:
19.4.1 On a site-by-site basis, primarily in response to rezoning
applications
19.4.2 On a local area basis, primarily to support local area plans
19.4.3 On a topic basis, primarily to achieve policies of this plan
19.4.4 On a city-wide basis, if resources and Council priorities permit
19.5 Rezonings should be generally consistent with the Urban Place
Guidelines of this plan, and advance the objectives and policies of the
Official Community Plan [See also Section 6 – Land Management and
Development].
19.6 Variances for site-specific conditions may be appropriate where
the objectives and policies of this plan are advanced.
Land Management and Development
However, as a built-out city, a key challenge is to balance the
accommodation of new development and population and
employment growth with other values such as the retention of
heritage resources, the provision of open space and the enhancement
of the urban forest, all within a limited land base. However, forecast
growth of approximately 20,000 additional residents by 2041 is
expected to reach Victoria’s capacity available under existing zoning
for new ground-oriented residential and exceed that for apartments,
running the risk that housing will become increasingly more expensive
as available capacity is depleted. To address these challenges, the plan
seeks to focus anticipated future population and employment growth
to support development of a strong downtown core that retains its
predominant role in the regional economy, enhance and expand the
network of Urban Villages and Town Centres, link thriving

/X
X

X

X

X

X
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S. 6.1.5 p.36

Figure 8: Urban
Place Guidelines –
p. 38

Local Area Planning
Priorities
p. 48
Urban and
Traditional
residential, p. 49

Measuring progress

AD v OCP
employment districts with high capacity and frequent public transit
service, while conserving traditional residential character and
enhancing quality of place.
Traditional Residential consists primarily of residential and accessory
uses in a wide range of primarily ground-oriented building forms
including single, duplexes, townhouses and row-houses, house
conversions, and low-rise multi-unit residential and mixed-use
buildings up to three storeys in height located along arterial and
secondary arterial roads.
Traditional Residential - Ground-oriented buildings up to two storeys
Houses with front and rear yards
with variable setbacks
oriented to face the street
Variable landscaping
and street tree planting
On-street parking
and individual driveways.
Total floor space ratios up to approximately 1:1.
Rockland is a Priority 2 for Local Area Planning

6.22 For areas designated Traditional Residential, consider new
development, infill, and redevelopment consistent with the density
and use ranges established in this plan, permitting their increase only
as this plan provides or following the completion of a new local area
plan for the area, and the subsequent amendment of this plan to give
it effect [See Also Section 19 – Plan Administration].
6.23 Generally support new development in areas designated Urban
Residential that seeks densities toward the upper end of the range
identified in Figure 8 where the proposal significantly advances the
objectives in this plan and is:
6.23.1 within 200 metres of the Urban Core; or
6.23.2 within 200 metres of Town Centres or Large Urban Villages; or
6.23.3 along arterial or secondary arterial roads.
The following targets should be considered in measuring progress
towards the plan’s land management and development objectives:
6.33.1 Victoria accommodates a minimum of 20,000 additional
residents from 2011 to 2041;
6.33.2 The Urban Core accommodates a minimum of 10,000
additional residents from 2011 to 2041;
6.33.3 Victoria accommodates a minimum of 20% of the region’s
cumulative new dwelling units to 2041;
6.33.4 The Urban Core accommodates a minimum of 10% of the
region’s cumulative new dwelling units to 2041; and,
6.33.5 A minimum 90% of all dwelling units are within 400 metres
either of the Urban Core, a Town Centre or an Urban Village by 2041

X

X
X
X

Comment [LMK1]: Pentrelew is not an
arterial road, Fort Street is a secondary
arterial road. Abstract’s proposal seeks 6
stories along Fort and 3 along Pentrelew.

X
Comment [LMK2]: for visitors

X
X

Comment [LMK3]: ?
Comment [LMK4]: Therefore we
should have that plan in place before any
development is considered

X

X
X

Comment [LMK5]: Which means that
of the remaining 10, 000 residents, the
300 residents that could live in Abstracts
Property represents .03% on # acres of
land.
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Plan goals, p. 18

Figure 4: Plan Goals
by Topic Area p. 19,
20
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Vision, Values and Goals
Rockland in Remainder of the city:
10% of population growth
approximately 2,000 new people by 2041
3.4 Inclusivity and Accessibility: respect and respond to the
perspectives, values and needs of Victoria’s many individuals, groups
and communities.
3.5 Life Cycle Planning: anticipate the needs of citizens throughout
their lives
3.7 Community Capacity Building: Strengthen the natural, human,
economic, social and cultural resources of Victoria to build, develop
and shape a resilient community.
3.8 Strong Local Communities: Support and enhance the sense of
place and community, and the uniqueness of Victoria’s
neighbourhoods.
3.10 Engaged Citizens: actively engage citizens and community
stakeholders and value and respect their contributions.
The efforts of many partners with powers well beyond the planning
and land use responsibilities of the City, including those of senior
government, business, neighbouring jurisdictions, and the community
at large, must align to secure the vision of Victoria’s future that these
goals describe.
Land Management and Development: C. neighbourhoods include
centres of economic activity that serve the needs of residents within
walking, wheeling or cycling distance.
Transportation and Mobility: B. Victorians move freely and efficiently
via a safe, integrated and convenient network of public transit, bike
routes, and a supportive, inviting pedestrian realm in preference to
driving alone.
Placemaking: B. Victoria’s cultural and natural heritage resources are
protected and celebrated.
Parks and Recreation: A. Victoria is an active community where
everyone enjoys convenient access to community parks, open spaces,
facilities, amenities and programs close to where they live.
Environment: A. Victoria’s urban environment, including urban
forests, and public and private green spaces support healthy and
diverse ecosystems.
Housing and Homelessness: A. all residents have access to
appropriate, secure, affordable housing. B. a wide range of housing
types, tenures and prices gives residents choices.
Community Well Being: D. Victorians know their neighbours, are
connected to communities of interest and have diverse opportunities
for social interaction. E. Victorians can support themselves and their
neighbours in difficult times. G. Victorians are healthy and have a
network of health-related amenities, facilities and programs to
promote wellness and meet the needs of all levels of mental and
physical care

X

X

X

Comment [LMK6]: This area of
Rockland would experience at 300%
increase
Comment [LMK7]: 300 additional
residents of 2000 equals 0.15% of
population growth in the Truth Centre
property.
Comment [LMK8]: If AD’s target buyer
are retirees, why would they want to live
in multistory homes in an earthquake
prone zone that has an elevator?

X

/X
/X

Comment [LMK9]: This proposal
engaged us but we were not respected or
valued in the process.
Comment [LMK10]: We have aligned;
it is yet to be seen if our concerns re:
securing the vision of Victoria will be
heard.

X
Comment [LMK11]: Rockland does
not have a community centre

X

X
X

X

Comment [LMK12]: Adding 100 cars
entering the property puts pedestrians
and cyclists at increased risk when cars
exit the property on Fort.
Comment [LMK13]: Removal of
cherished open green space with
protected trees
Comment [LMK14]: Current Rockland
residents won’t have access to this space.
Comment [LMK15]: Is the site
currently an urban forest?

X
X
X

Comment [LMK16]: AD landscaping
and that many parking spots do not
support healthy ecosystems. Removing
those current trees violates an ecosystem
already in place (wildlife, birds, people,
plants)
Comment [LMK17]: Rockland does
not have a community centre
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Section 4:
p. 21, 22

Section 5:
Overview, p. 24, 26

Section 9:
Overview p. 74
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Emergency Management: C. Victorians can rely on significant local
sources for food, energy and materials to meet daily needs under
emergency conditions.
Plan Administration: A. Corporate and community decision-making
processes are clear and open to the public. B. Victorians are
interested, informed, empowered and involved in their communities
and the process of democratic governance. (also referenced under
Adaptive Management, and Monitoring and Evaluation)
Local Area Planning A. Corporate and community decision-making
processes are clear and open to the public. B. Victorians are
interested, informed, empowered and involved in their communities
and the process of democratic governance.
Context and Challenges
“Figure 5, the proportion of Victorians over the age of 65 is anticipated
to increase dramatically, from 17% to 29% of the total population. At
the same time, the proportion of children and young adults is
anticipated to decline.”
Arts and Culture arts and cultural industries currently represent four
to six percent of Victoria’s economy, and are expected to have modest
growth to 2031. The sector continues to face the challenge of
insufficient public and private funding. While Victoria remains the
regional centre for arts and culture facilities, events and activities, the
arts community faces relatively high costs for rental space, and limited
availability of suitable venues.
Emergency Management The top two natural hazards for Victoria are
earthquakes and severe windstorms. There is a 32% likelihood of a
damaging earthquake event in the city before 2054. A disaster of this
level is a major threat to life and property. Infrastructure, including
buildings and structures related to utilities and underground services,
may require extensive reconstruction in community recovery after a
disaster.
Regional Context Statement
This regional context statement illustrates how Victoria implements
the eight strategic directions of the current regional Growth Strategy
(RGS, 2003):
3. Protect regional Green and Blue Space
The plan also provides policy guidance to the development of an urban
Forest Master Plan, and gives policy consideration to the ecological
services performed by natural systems. [See Sections 9 – Parks and
Recreation; and 10 – Environment]
Parks and Recreation
Parks, open spaces and recreational facilities serve many different
uses in an urban environment. They help to improve the livability of
densely developed areas, enable active lifestyles and personal health,
provide spaces for respite and contemplation, highlight historic and
cultural landscapes, and provide indoor and outdoor gathering places.

X

X

Comment [LMK18]: Removal of open
public accessed greenspace means no land
to develop for food in case of long term
emergency in which we are cut off from
the mainland. Nor does it support the
Growing in the City initiative.

X

X
Comment [LMK19]: I recommend we
all read this page as it adds to the points
made in Section 3, Figure 4, p. 19

X

Comment [LMK20]: An argument for
the Art Gallery to use existing space,
retain public open green space and create
an Arts Triangle – tourist attraction.

X

Comment [LMK21]: Adding this
massive development to the property
would mean massive reconstruction in a
post-earthquake Victoria.

X

Comment [LMK22]: New regional
strategy was supposed to be completed in
2013 and the OCP was supposed to align
with it. Was it?

X
Comment [LMK23]: Removing one of
Rockland’s only green spaces and one of
Victoria’s only green space along Fort from
the harbour to this location will eliminate
this.
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9 (c) That parks, open spaces and facilities contribute to the
enhancement and restoration of ecological functions.
9.3 Seek opportunities to partner with other levels of government,
private industry, school boards, community agencies and individuals to
acquire or gain access to land for park and outdoor recreational use.
9.5 recognize the city’s recreation system as a vital part of the regional
network of parks, open space, trails and recreational facilities.
9.6 Cultivate partnerships with community organizations, the private
sector, other levels of government and the public to enhance the longterm sustainability and viability of parks and open spaces [See also
Section 10 – Environment].
Environment
Overall, the urban forest – both native and introduced – has declined
over time, and only 18% of Victoria is currently well or heavily treed.

X

X

Comment [LMK27]: We have tried
and we would like to try again but this
proposed development will eliminate that.

The plan also aims to mitigate air, noise and light pollution where
possible and within the City’s capacity to act.

X

Comment [LMK28]: So why blast a
heavily treed area and replace it with little
trees, shrubs and rooftop gardens? This
does not make sense.

10 (e) That citizens develop an ethic of environmental stewardship and
responsibility.
10 (f) That air, noise and light pollution are mitigated where possible.
10.2.4 Consider designating Development Permit areas for the
purpose of environmental protection; and,
10.5 Enhance the adaptive capacity of ecosystems and the urban
forest to withstand climate change impacts through increasing the use
and diversity of native and climate change adapted species on both
public and private lands [See also Section 12 – Climate Change and
Energy].
10.15 Work with senior levels of government, regional partners, public
agencies, businesses, community organizations and residents to
address issues related to air, noise and light pollution and their
impacts on public and ecological health, within the City’s jurisdiction.
Climate Change and Energy
Some examples of potential climate change impacts in Victoria
include: damage to property and infrastructure from more frequent
and intense storm events or sea level rise; adverse health impacts in
vulnerable populations due to increased incidence and intensity of
heat waves; and, loss of ecosystem functions due to warmer, drier
summer weather.
12 (b) That the community is prepared for climate change through
adaptation planning that reduces future impacts on public health,
property and the natural environment.
2.3.5 Develops and maintains a comprehensive greenhouse gas
inventory that measures, analyzes and reports on emission levels in
the community and evaluates the progress toward reduction targets
on a routine basis; and

Comment [LMK24]: Open Space
definition: Land that is generally publiclyaccessible, other than City parks. Includes
private lands, public lands and other Cityheld property, such as greens and street
rights of way. p. 76

X

Comment [LMK25]: Can the City
purchase the lot to maintain this
greenspace while providing opportunity
for commercial, community, spiritual and
artistic expression on the site – seek to
renovate rather than eliminate the site.

X
X

Comment [LMK26]: There will be no
opportunity for the public to enjoy this
space as it does now.

Comment [LMK29]: This will be an
issue during the construction stage of over
three years!

X
X
/X

X

X

Comment [LMK30]: Abstract will add
more small trees but they will also blast
extensively which can kill even more trees.
So these little trees won’t really be added,
they will simply be a replacement.

Comment [LMK31]: Many of the
immediate residents are retired and
elderly. Blasting will kill more trees than
designated within the 10 year period postblasting.
Comment [LMK32]: What about
damage to property and infrastructure
due to blasting?

X

Comment [LMK33]: Currently the old
growth trees help with the heat and add
to the overall health of the residents
Comment [LMK34]: Will be
completely lost if the trees are blasted.
Comment [LMK35]: We are losing an
important natural environment
Comment [LMK36]: Boston University
Report that tall trees help with reducing
greenhouse gases:
http://www.bu.edu/sustainability/treesof-life-can-forests-save-the-earth-fromgreenhouse-gases/
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12.3.6 Develops and maintains a risk and vulnerability assessment of
local impacts of climate change to inform policies, targets and actions
for adaptation planning

Measuring
Progress, p. 93

Section 7
Overview, p. 51

Broad objectives, p.
52

Walking, cycling
and other personal
mobility, p. 58

Measuring
progress, p. 63
Section 8
Overview, p. 64, 65

Broad objectives p.
65

12.23 The following target should be considered in measuring
progress towards the plan’s climate change and energy objectives:
12.23.1 That greenhouse gas emissions within Victoria are reduced by
a minimum of 33% below the 2007 levels by 2020.
Transportation and mobility
Over the next 30 years, a large proportion of the anticipated 20,000
new residents are expected to be over the age of 65, a population
more dependent upon mobility alternatives to the automobile.
7 (a) That travel modes function effectively together as a system
where road right-of-ways are designed and managed to give priority to
pedestrians, cyclists, public transit, and commercial vehicles over
single occupancy vehicles.
7.16.1 undertaking right-of-way improvements that enhance
pedestrian and cycling priority and comfort;
7.19.7 Updating the Zoning Bylaw and other City standards to require
the provision of bicycle parking and facilities as a condition of
development.
7.30.2 a minimum of 60% of all trips by Victoria residents take place
by walking, cycling and public transit by 2041;
Place making, Urban design and Heritage
Victoria is a special place. The land on which Victoria stands is the
traditional territory of the Songhees and Esquimalt First nations.
The City of Victoria’s location on the southern tip of Vancouver Island
provides geographic constraints that have resulted in a compact,
dense urban form characteristic of larger cities, yet provides access to
nature, open spaces and a quality of life often associated with smaller
communities. Victoria has the best of both worlds.
Beyond Downtown, the neighbourhoods of Victoria offer idyllic
settings for residents, each neighbourhood with its own sense of
place.
Victoria’s compact built form and the presence of large historic areas
contribute to sustainability by providing efficient land use patterns, a
built environment that can be navigated on foot or by bicycle, and
conservation of cultural and heritage resources with value for present
and future generations.
… Heritage Conservation areas that provide for urban design control in
designated areas of the community. *urban design includes heritage
conservation
8 (a) That urban design at every scale from sites to local areas is
responsive to Victoria’s geographic context and existing pattern of
development, achieves excellence, and creates memorable places.
8 (c) That new buildings and features contribute to the sense of place
in development permit areas and heritage conservation areas through
sensitive and innovative responses to existing form and character.

X

X

X

X
X

X

Comment [LMK37]: How can Victoria
achieve this when they want to increase
the population which brings with it
increase in cars, energy consumption,
greenhouse gas emission while reducing
or blasting away tall and old growth trees?
Comment [LMK38]: Wheelchair
accessible or other mobility alternatives?
AD has not talked about bikes since the
first meeting – we’ve heard about parking
lots and underground parking though
which means a priority on cars. There is a
contradiction here.
Comment [LMK39]: Adding one
hundred cars to the site will impact all of
this
Comment [LMK40]: If allowed, can
we make Pentrelew place one way going
north? Can we ask that the exit from the
property going on to Fort forces drivers to
turn East instead of trying to get onto
Ormond which increases risk to
pedestrians, cyclists and drivers.
Comment [LMK41]: Why so many
parking lots on the site?

X

X

X
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8 (g) That a sense of place is developed and enhanced through urban
design features.
8 (i) That heritage values are considered in land management at every
scale from sites to local areas.
8 (j) That heritage property is conserved as resources with value for
present and future generations.
8 (k) That streetscape improvements include art in public places and
reflect the culture and heritage of Victoria.
8 (l) That heritage and cultural values are identified, celebrated, and
retained through community engagement.
8.4 Maintain views of identified heritage landmark buildings from the
public realm through careful consideration of new development within
a 90 or 180 metre radius as defined on Map 8.
8.5 Continue to consider the heritage value and special character of
areas, districts, streetscapes, cultural landscapes and individual
properties in local area plans and related studies [See Also Section 6 –
Land Management And Development].
8.6 Conserve and enhance the heritage value, character and special
features of areas, districts, streetscapes, cultural landscapes and
individual properties throughout the city [See Also Section 9 – Parks
And Recreation].
8.10 Maintain, update and create design guidelines for Development
Permit areas and Heritage Conservation areas that provide direction
for design of commercial, industrial, multi-unit and intensive
residential development including infill, and exterior alterations and
new additions to heritage property.
8.11 Determine the heritage value of areas, districts, streetscapes,
cultural landscape and individual properties using the Victoria Heritage
Thematic Framework as identified in Figure 12.
8.12 Seek opportunities to partner and collaborate with the Songhees
and Esquimalt First nations on place making initiatives that
acknowledge and celebrate traditional territory and cultural values of
First Peoples [See Also Section 16 – Arts And Culture].
8.27 Develop and regularly update statements of significance for
historic areas and districts to inform local area plans and design
guidelines for Development Permit areas and Heritage Conservation
areas
8.29 Maintain and enhance the heritage character and special features
of Traditional residential areas through incentives for heritagedesignated houses [See Also Section 13 – Housing And Homelessness
And Section 14 – Economy].
8.39 Define streets as public space by respecting building height ratios
proportionate to street width as shown in Figure 13, framing streets
with a combination of building forms and tree canopies as appropriate
and as may be further detailed in local area plans. Allow for variations
in building frontage to street width ratios across the City to
acknowledge special conditions and local context.

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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8.61 encourage private landscaped gardens in Development Permit
X
and Heritage Conservation areas to contribute to Victoria’s identity as
a city of gardens.
8.62 Develop and maintain a policy to identify and conserve heritage
X
cultural landscapes on public and private lands, that [See Also Section
9 – Parks And Recreation]:
8.62.1 Seeks to determine the heritage value, character and special
X
features of cultural landscapes; and,
8.62.2 Provides guidance for alterations, while conserving heritage
X
value, character and special features.
Section 13
Housing and Homelessness
Overview, p. 94
These compact built environments will be focused in the urban Core,
Town Centres and urban Villages and in close proximity to transit.
Ownership housing, 13.34 Promote a diversity of housing types to create more home
/X
p. 98
ownership options such as multi-unit developments, the creation of small
residential lots, street-oriented fee simple row-houses and other housing
forms consistent with the guidelines in Figure 8.
Section 14
Economy
Overview, p. 99
Victoria’s economy is largely based on government, tourism and
X
commercial activities serving the local population.
Economic
14.7 Support innovation and reinvestment in community assets that
X
development and
attract investment and support economic activity, and that address
assets, p. 101
barriers to economic performance, including, but not limited to:
Victoria’s waterfront and its natural and heritage setting, arts, culture
and recreation facilities, parks, infrastructure, housing that is
affordable, schools, adult education opportunities and community and
social services.
Tourism and visitor 14.32 Continue to invest in the heritage character of the Downtown
X
services, p. 104
and other neighbourhoods through incentives for rehabilitation and
seismic upgrades.
14.35 encourage the local tourism industry to position Victoria as a
X
green and socially responsible visitor destination through the use of
efficient, low emission fuels, carbon offsets, waste reduction, and
similar initiatives.
Arts and culture, p. 14.42 Foster the development of cultural hubs, with clusters of cultural
X
105
industries and related activity in the arts, culture, and entertainment
sector
14.43 Work with community partners to retain and enhance arts and
X
cultural facilities and to maintain and expand professional arts
companies.
14.47 Continue to enable access to suitable locations for the film
X
industry.
Section 15
Community well being
Overview, p. 108,
The strength of a community relies on the well-being of all of its
X
members.
Broad objectives, p. Collectively, the plan’s policies work towards a healthy community, one
/X
108
that takes a holistic approach to improving not only social and health

Comment [LMK42]: The Rose Garden
at the back of the truth centre will be
eliminated as will half of the tall trees.

Comment [LMK43]: Cant his apply to
protected trees and historically significant
land?

Comment [LMK45]: Abstract did that
with Black and White at Cook and Fort
which is in the urban core.
Comment [LMK44]: This location is
not any of these types of designations.
Comment [LMK46]: Abstract has, but
it does not comply with zoning and
character of the neighbourhood. So this
design is out of context.
Comment [LMK47]: Rockland
generates a lot of tourism and the truth
centre is a place of interest. The Arts
triangle suggestion is a boon to tourism
while another ugly development is not.

Comment [LMK48]: As suggested by
creating a community centre that is arts
oriented and provides a repository of local
history including the multicultural
influences on the island. Suggest a land
swap to develop this land appropriately so
that AD moves away from this heritage
corridor and traditional residential to build
his vision.
Comment [LMK49]: Request to
rehabilitate the truth centre as a centre
that supports community wellbeing,
including arts, community centre, spiritual
wellbeing, local history museum –
designate it a tourist destination that is
part of the arts triangle. Such a centre
would support 14.35. Opportunities for
employment.

Comment [LMK50]: AD is not
contributing the current community’s
well-being.
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conditions, but also the community’s economic and environmental
assets.
15.15 Work closely with community centres, seniors centres,
community organizations, the public library, citizens and other partners
to seek innovative opportunities to sustain, enhance and deliver
community based recreational, educational, cultural and social
programs [
15.19 encourage effective public participation in City processes and
service delivery by maintaining and implementing a Civic engagement
Strategy that:
15.19.1 Seeks out and facilitates the involvement of those potentially
affected by or interested in a decision;
15.19.2 Seeks input from participants in designing how they
participate;
15.19.3 Provides opportunities for those who are affected by a
decision to be involved in the decision-making process;
15.19.4 Provides participants with the information they need to
participate in a meaningful way;
15.19.5 Promotes sustainable decisions by recognizing and
communicating the needs and interests of all participants, including
decision-makers;
15.19.6 Provides opportunities for the public’s contribution to
influence the decision; and,
15.19.7 Communicates the outcome of public engagement processes
[See Also Section 19 – Plan Administration].
Arts and Culture
The arts and culture are central to social sustainability and attributes of
community well-being and quality of life. Culture can be defined as
practices and values, heritage and place, the arts, diversity and social
history.
Arts, culture and entertainment are projected to experience modest
but steady growth over the next 20 years.
16 (c) That cultural diversity and cultural heritage are celebrated and
sustained.
16 (d) That the arts are accessible to a broad diversity of people and
groups.
16 (e) That a wide range of cultural spaces are available and affordable.
16.7 Continue to foster community-led arts and culture programs that
engage local residents, organizations and business owners.
16.8 Seek opportunities to partner and collaborate with the Songhees
and Esquimalt First nations on initiatives that acknowledge and
celebrate the traditional territory and cultural values of First Peoples.
16.9.4 enhances support to local, non-profit groups engaged in arts or
culture programs;
16.9.5 Sets targets for future cultural spaces, including new or
upgraded civic, institutional and private facilities; and,

X

Comment [LMK51]: There is some
economic benefit to the community but
there is severe environmental losses too
Comment [LMK52]: Rockland does
not have any of these.

/X
X
X

/X
/X

X
X

Comment [LMK53]: So why remove a
space that can accommodate all three and
create a tourist attraction called the Arts
Triangle? All of the following will be
obstructed with this development.

X
X
X
X

X
X

Comment [LMK54]: I will contact and
ask if they know about this proposal and
whether they would like to engage in the
public hearings and decision making
process.
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16.9.6 Identifies tools to secure new cultural spaces, including: senior
government funding; land donations; developer contributions, private
donations; and, changes to regulations
16.14 Consider opportunities for new arts and culture facilities as part
of a capital plan for visitor destination development in partnership
with senior governments, organizations and private developers.
16.17.4 Consider property tax exemptions for eligible arts and culture
facilities.
16.23 encourage the film and television industry to use public spaces as
locations through city marketing and efficient regulatory processes.
16.26 Consider the use of City property for clustering of arts
organizations through shared spaces for visual art and rehearsal
studios, exhibitions and offices [See Also Section 9 – Parks And
Recreation].
Emergency Management
Local impacts of global climate change are projected to include summer
heat waves and more intense and frequent precipitation in winter
within the timeframe of this plan. Victoria is located within Seismic
Zone 5, with Zone 6 as the greatest risk of seismic activity. There is a
32% likelihood of a damaging earthquake event in the city before 2054.
An earthquake could disrupt access to and from Vancouver Island,
which would threaten local and regional economic activity and
community well-being generally.
For example, Vancouver Island is dependent on ferry services for an
estimated 90% of its food and food supply in Victoria is estimated to be
sufficient for three days. The City is committed to being a disasterresilient community.
18 (f) That the City is prepared for the short to long-term recovery from
disaster events.
We live in a non-seismic hazard zone.
18.19 Consider upgrading or replacing Fire Hall no. 1 with a new facility
that meets the present and future requirements of the Victoria Fire
Department for service delivery.
Local Area Planning
… local area plans that are strategically focused on urban places that
are experiencing or face the potential for major change, including in
residential and employment-related land uses. While neighbourhood
plans will continue to serve as one type of local area plan, additional
options are outlined in this plan and include: “urban village plans”;
“town centre plans”; “corridor plans”; and “district plans”.
Local area plans are a key tool in the implementation of this plan,
exploring local context and providing detailed direction for how to
achieve the objectives outlined in this plan at a local level.
Existing local area plans, such as neighbourhood plans, inform the
creation of new local area plans. Once a new local area plan is
complete, its broad objectives and policies are integrated with other

X

X

X
X
X
Comment [LMK55]: City do a land
swap and own the land so that we can
develop it to meet the needs of the
community and the city.

X
Comment [LMK56]: The mature tall
trees help with cooling the temperatures

Comment [LMK57]: Therefore it is
important to preserve greenspace to grow
food during the reconstruction phase post
disaster.
Comment [LMK58]: What would
blasting do to the underlying rock –
destabilize it and thus put us in an
increased risk during an earthquake?

X

Comment [LMK59]: Therefore City
Council should wait until Rockland’s Local
Area Plan is complete before making any
decision about this property. By not
allowing Rockland to develop its LAN, the
development will eliminate any possibility
of the following and thus be in violation of
the OCP.
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related existing plans, such as neighbourhood plans, through
amendments for consistency.
Local area plans are strategically focused in areas of the city where
major change is anticipated, including along transit corridors, in the
urban Core, in urban Villages and Town Centres, and neighbourhoods.
Additionally, the prioritization of local areas for planning will be
reviewed at regular intervals to ensure changing circumstances are
taken into account.
The local area planning policies of this plan collectively address seven
broad objectives:
20 (a) That local area plans are strategically focused on locations of
existing or potential major change in land use, development and
related topics.
20 (b) That local area plans should be consistent with the goals and
broad objectives in the OCP, through policies that respond to local
contexts.
20 (c) That local area plans provide direction for present and future
land use and development at various geographic scales, in alignment
with the urban place designations and guidelines in this plan.
20 (d) That all local area plans consider a common set of planning and
land use concerns, and related policy areas.
20 (e) That local area plans are developed through a common set of
considerations that provides direction for the planning process.
20 (f) That public engagement is central to local area planning [See Also
Section 15 – Community Well-Being, CIVIC Engagement].
20 (g) That adaptive management, as detailed in this plan, provides
direction for local area plan updates, consistent with the OCP review
cycle, to anticipate and strategically respond to change.

20.1 undertake a program of local area planning to advance the goals
and broad objectives in this plan through the development and
implementation of local area plans for locations with potential for
major change at different geographic scales, as described in Figure 21.
20.2 each local area plan may be strategically focused on a
neighbourhood, within a neighbourhood, or cross over neighbourhood
boundaries, depending on the geographic scale of major change in land
uses that are anticipated, and its associated impacts.
20.4 review local area planning priorities at regular intervals, as
consistent with the adaptive management section of this plan [See
Section 22 – Adaptive Management].
Plan content, p. 134 20.6 In the preparation of local area plans for those areas that include
lands designated Town Centre, large urban Village, Small urban Village,
urban residential and Traditional residential, give consideration to the
following items, where appropriate to the scale of the local area plan:
20.6.1 land use management guidance to implement urban Place
Designations at the local scale;
20.6.2 Parks and open space;

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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20.6.3 Housing, amenities and services suitable to a range of incomes,
household types and lifecycle stages;
20.6.4 local area character and identity;

X

20.6.5 Heritage conservation;
20.6.6 Development of joint community service agreements respecting
parks and school sites;
20.6.7 new infill development and property additions that respond to
the context of form and character in Heritage Conservation areas and
Development Permit areas;

X
X

20.11 all local area plans will be considered by Council for adoption by
resolution, with a non-statutory public hearing included in the process
[See Figure 2: Plan Linkages].
20.12 When a local area plan is approved by Council, the Official
Community Plan may be amended as warranted for plan consistency.

X

20.13 Where a new local area plan is inconsistent with an existing local
area plan, the latter is amended or rescinded as required for plan
consistency [See Figure 20].
20.14 amend existing local area plans over time to align them with the
broad objectives and policies of this plan.
20.15 Decisions to amend existing local area plans, including
neighbourhood plans, should generally support the neighbourhood
directions in this plan as summarized for reference in Section 21.

X

X

X

X

X
X

Comment [LMK60]: The proposed
purchase price is not consistent with a
range of incomes. Upper range yes, not
lower or affordable.
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Abstract v Rockland Neighbourhood Plan

Abstract Development’s proposal for the Truth Centre property at 1201
Fort Street and 1050 Pentrelew Place (Nov. 2016)
v.

Abstract’s proposal v. Rockland’s Neighbourhood Plan (1987)
indicates Abstract’s compliance
Section
1
Open
letter

1.1, 1.2
1.9

1.10

2
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3

2.1.9
2.1.10
2.1.11

2.1.16
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.4
2.3
2.3.3

X indicates Abstract’s lack of compliance

Description
Major recommendations
Its focus is on the conservation of the essential character of Rockland while
providing for limited growth and change.
…residents are further encouraged to discuss, comment and suggest improvements
on them…will represent the realistic aspirations of many interests and will have the
best possible opportunity for successful implementation.
Calls for retaining R1-A and R1-B zoning
City should examine opportunities for the provision of new public park areas as the
amount of neighbourhood/community park space in Rockland is significantly below
City standards.
Wherever possible, Rockland’s unquiet and attractive neighbourhood features, (e.g.
heritage buildings, streetscape and landscape features) should be retained and
enhanced.
Housing objectives and policies
Retain the R1-A zoning which encourages diversity of population and housing while
helping to maintain the neighborhood’s heritage and estate character.
No City initiated change is warranted in the boundaries of the R1-A, R1-B and
apartment zoning in Rockland.
Retain existing subdivision regulations and guidelines in the R1-A zoned areas of
Rockland (which include requirements for large lots, the provision of breathing
room for existing houses, the retention of views towards traditional houses and the
conservation of other heritage features).
The conversion of houses built before 1931 to adult and child care facilities in the
R1-A, R1-B zoned areas of Rockland should continue to be permitted.
The scale of the next generation of apartments along Fort street and Oak Bay
Avenue should be related to the residential properties to the south.
Low density town housing permitted under the R1-A zoning is desirable alternative
to subdivision and should be retained as it provides greater flexibility for sensitive
site development and the retention of Rockland’s estate character.
Stacked town housing along the Fort Street and Oak Bay avenue frontages of the
neighbourhood may be a desirable alternative to apartment redevelopment.
Roads and traffic objectives and policies
The existing road system around and within the neighbourhood is adequate to
meet future traffic demands for the next decade at least.
Given Rockland’s unique and varied road pattern enforcement of city parking and
traffic regulations is particularly important.
Heritage buildings and other neighbhourhood features – objectives and policies
Rockland’s unique and attractive neighbourhood features should be retained and

/X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

Comment [LMK1]: No traffic study
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2.3.4

2.3.5
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.6

2.5
2.5.1
2.5.4

2.6
2.6.1
3.0
3.1
3.1.1
3.2
3.2.4

Abstract v Rockland Neighbourhood Plan
enhanced.
Wherever possible natural and man-made streetscape and landscape features such
as rock outcrops, mature trees, stone walls, fences, gateposts etc. should be
retained.
Neighbourhood views should be maintained particularly public views towards
buildings of architectural and heritage merit.
Architecture objectives and policies
Excellence in architectural design and construction that is compatible with the
character and high quality of the Rockland environment should be encouraged.
City and neighbouring pride in Rockland’s unique architectural and historical
character should be strengthened.
The architectural character of new development should complement nearby
heritage sites.
The City should develop and publish design guidelines for town housing in Rockland,
based on the architectural and landscaping principles identified in the
neighbourhood.
Other land use objectives and policies
The institutional and semi-institutional land uses in Rockland contribute greatly to
the neighbourhood’s character and should be supported.
The height of any future redevelopment on existing commercially zoned sites along
Fort Street and Oak Bay avenue should be in scale with the residential properties to
the south.
Parks and public open spaces objectives and policies
The retention of existing private green space is important as the amount of
neighbourhood/community park space is below City standards.
Implementation
City zoning/rezoning
Rezone from R3-2 Multiple Dwelling District to R3AM-2 Mid Rise Multiple Dwelling
on Fort Street to reduce size and height of future development (4 storeys).
Other city initiatives
Develop and publish design guidelines for town housing in Rockland.

X

?

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Alicia Ferguson
Subject:

RE: Request that you consider the proposal for 1201 Fort/1050 Pentrelew with care

On Wed, Feb 22, 2017 at 11:26 PM, fern & jamie h wrote:
Mayor, Councillors
This is the first time I have written to any of you to express personal views on an issue that will come before
council.
I request that you skim through the attachment which is a visual pdf explanation of my views regarding the
development proposal that has been submitted for 1201 Fort St and 1050 Pentrelew Place.
I am not against development of this site. I am saddened that an opportunity may be lost to really make
something of a property that has the potential to contribute to the vision that Council has expressed through the
Official Community Plan (OCP) that I support.
I believe that the OCP provides a long-term vision for us all and it should be respected. Exceptions should
only be considered where you feel that a strong reason exists, such as a significant benefit to our collective
well-being, the ability to address a social issue of importance, or in an exceptional and rare case where
common sense suggests that approval of a minor exception respects the overall spirit and intent of the vision.
With the subject proposal, the case for approving such a significant exception is unconvincing. Two
apartments of 5 and 6 stories and 12 overheight townhomes are proposed largely on traditional residential land,
zoned for single family dwellings. After numerous meetings and attempts to find compromises between local
residents and the developer, only minor changes have been made and in spite of clear messages that many
residents are not comfortable with the mass, size, density and the impact on traffic flows, the total number of
units proposed has increased rather been reduced (from 91 to 93 units).
I request that you review the attachment and consider asking the developer to submit a proposal that respects
the OCP or makes a contribution to our collective well-being that makes an exception worthwhile. I hope the
arguments presented are clear, but if not, I would welcome the opportunity to explain any aspect to you.
Jamie Hammond
1000 Pentrelew Place
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Alicia Ferguson
Subject:

RE: Abstract Development's proposal for development of Truth Centre and compliance
with the rezoning process

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lynnette Kissoon
Date: 11 January 2017 at 09:43
Subject: Fwd: Abstract Development's proposal for development of Truth Centre and compliance with the
rezoning process
To: Jason Johnson <jjohnson@victoria.ca>, Janet Simpson, Pamela Madoff <pmadoff@victoria.ca>,
Cc: cthornton-joe@victoria.ca, gyoung@victoria.ca, mlucas@victoria.ca, jloveday@victoria.ca,
bisitt@victoria.ca, ccoleman@victoria.ca, malto@victoria.ca
Good morning Mr. Johnson,
I live on Pentrelew Place and am a very concerned and engaged resident particularly with Abstract's proposal
for 1201 Fort and 1050 Pentrelew Place.
I am forwarding an email I wrote to Jonathan Tinney which he would have received on Monday. I am also
cc'ing Mayor and Council on this email to you as they were cc'd in the email below. I have also cc'd Bob June
from whom you have received recent inquiries regarding the special ADP meeting focusing on Abstract
Development's proposal called for today prior to the community meeting Abstract will be having with us
tomorrow.
I have also included a link to this news article about when you were hired in 2014 a mere three years ago.
http://www.vicnews.com/news/258981911.html Here is an extraction from that article:
Coun. Lisa Helps said she’s pleased to see Johnson applying fresh perspective to how city hall
conducts its business, and said hiring Johnson was the best decision made by council since she was
first elected in 2011.
“Jason is really starting to break down that silo-based thinking,” Helps said. “One of the things I think
is great is he’s out and about, always working in various departments and working in satellite offices
with his iPad. He’s getting to know people.”
At a meeting with council last week, Johnson revealed another change he’s implementing: requiring
each department to create operational plans so they can better co-ordinate projects and meet
council’s strategic goals.
“Up until now, council’s been receiving a look back, what each department has done in the past three
months,” said Mayor Dean Fortin. “The introduction Jason is doing is linking operational plans to
strategic initiatives, and that allows us to be forward-thinking and make adjustments before these
projects get going.”
Council also approved the creation of a city-developer roundtable that will include the land use chairs
of each community association. Johnson also promised to review a concern brought forward by
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Coun. Shellie Gudgeon, who said community association concerns are sometimes being dismissed
by staff on new development projects.
“One of the things Jason keenly understands is that residents don’t care if someone works for the
parks or planning or whatever department, we all work for the City of Victoria,” Helps said. “He
understands in a deep way what collaboration means and I’m already starting to feel a shift in the
energy throughout the organization.”
Can you please provide the residents who are impacted by Abstract's proposal some assurance that you
and Mayor Helps are respectful of the rezoning application process and that the community engagement
stage is critical in this process?
Last January, the Times Colonist published this article about the Cook Street development proposal at
Oliphant:
http://www.timescolonist.com/news/local/councillors-consult-design-panel-on-cook-street-village-condo-plan1.2161631
Below is extracted from that article:
Coun. Geoff Young said having the design panel look at the proposal “sends the message that we like

this and with these changes it can go ahead,” adding that is not the case.
“I believe changes that are a little more fundamental in terms of the overall massing and size of the
project — which will go to the zoning in terms of height and density — will be required to make it
work.”
Mayor Lisa Helps wanted to see the design panel’s recommendations.
“I’m curious. We have a design panel. It’s full of competent folks,” Helps said.
“I say let’s send it there and see what comes back to us.”
My questions to all of you are:
1. How can you even consider design issues when a decision about the validity of rezoning is
made?
2. How does this special rezoning process biasing Abstract's proposal in line with the
strategic initiatives in the OCP?
3. What are you going to do to ensure that the process goes back on track so that the
residents have their input considered FAIRLY?
Please help the concerned residents understand. After all, you work for the City of Victoria and thus
for the residents of Victoria.
We look forward to your reply and not to your silence.
Thanking you in advance,
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Lynnette Kissoon
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Lynnette Kissoon" <lmkissoon@gmail.com>
Date: Jan 9, 2017 8:14 PM
Subject: Abstract Development's proposal for development of Truth Centre and compliance with the rezoning
process
To: <JTinney@victoria.ca>
Cc: "Bob June" <thejunes@telus.net>, <mayor@victoria.ca>, <cthornton-joe@victoria.ca>,
<gyoung@victoria.ca>, "Pam Madoff (Councillor)" <pmadoff@victoria.ca>, <mlucas@victoria.ca>,
<jloveday@victoria.ca>, <bisitt@victoria.ca>, <ccoleman@victoria.ca>, <malto@victoria.ca>
Dear Jonathan Tinney,

In the spirit of transparency and in order to get us all on the same page, I have cc’d our Mayor, Councilors and
Bob June.

I am a resident of Pentrelew Place and I have attended Abstract Development’s meetings held at the Truth
Centre since last year. At the first meeting, I was interested in learning what Abstract had planned for the site.
Since then, I have lost faith in Abstract’s development team led by Mike Miller and unfortunately in the City of
Victoria’s Planning Department that you direct.

Can you please answer the following questions for me (all of us)? I’ve contextualized the questions with some
facts and impact (from my perspective based on the facts).

Facts:
1.

The City of Victoria Rezoning Application Form (May 2016) p. 3A states:

“6. Community Consultation: A Community Meeting was held with the Community Association Land Use
Committee on ___________________________ (date). If the meeting has been held more than six months prior
to submission, the application will be accepted at the discretion of the Director of Sustainable Planning and
Community Development. If any changes have been made to the plans since the Community Meeting, two sets
of “bubbled” plans which illustrate any changes must be submitted, one set of 22 x 28 cm (8.5” x 11”) and one
set of 28 x 44 cm (11” x 17”).”
2.

Abstract Development submitted a rezoning application on Sept. 27, 2016.

3.

Rockland CALUC meeting was held October 17th.

4. Submission of rezoning application occurs after meeting with the community, and after CALUC has sent
written notice to the Mayor, Council and Development services
.
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5. “Applications will not be accepted prior to the Community Meeting, except at the discretion of the
Director of Sustainable Planning and Community Development.” Rezoning process flowchart, p. 5
Rezoning Application Form.
6.

Abstract’s community meeting is scheduled for January 12, 2017

Impact: Abstract’s submission of the rezoning application September 2016 occurred 3.5 months prior to
Abstract’s meeting with the community. Public perception of this process is that Abstract is being favoured in
the rezoning application process. Public faith in the Planning Department’s ability to comply with the Rezoning
application process is VERY LOW.

Questions:
1. As Director of Sustainable Planning and Community Development, who are you accountable to with
respect to your decision making?
2. Did you apply discretion in deciding to allow Abstract to apply for rezoning before CALUC had a chance
to submit the community meeting report?
3.

What were the discretion criteria for making your decision?

4.

Where do you log the rationale for your decision making?

5.

Is this log publicly accessible?

6.

Is it shared with our Mayor and Councilors?

Facts:
1.

Mike Miller, President of Abstract, is on the panel for the Advisory Design Panel (ADP).

2. The ADP meets to provide advice to the Planning and Land Use Committee (PLUC) on the merits of a
plan; PLUC then makes recommendations to the Council.
3. The next regularly scheduled ADP meeting is January 25th however a special ADP meeting was called for
January 11, 2017.
4.

The Council is scheduled to meet January 12, 2017.

5.

Abstract’s meeting with the community is also scheduled for January 12, 2017.

Impact: There is public perception of bias with respect to the special ADP meeting called for Wednesday
January 11 to discuss the merits of Abstract Development’s designs and request for rezoning at 1201 Fort Street
and 1050 Pentrelew Place. Mike Miller, as an ADP member, presents a conflict of interest with the purpose of
the ADP because he is the president of Abstract. There appears to be bias by the Planning Department in favour
of Abstract Development with the change in the rezoning process for this project. If the Mayor and Council
participate in this special revised rezoning process, it may appear that they are also biased in favour of Abstract
Development and may not hear the community’s very real concerns about Abstract’s proposal. The public is
losing faith with the City.
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Questions:
1.

Who called the special ADP meeting?

2.

Will Mike Miller recuse himself from the ADP meeting on Wednesday?

3.

What time will that meeting take place? And where?

4.

Are members of the public allowed to attend? If no, why not?

5. Will PLUC provide Council with recommendations on January 12 for Abstract’s rezoning application
before it hears from the Rockland Neighbourhood Association (who will compile the community’s response to
Abstract’s presentation also on the same date)?
6.

If yes, how does that reflect the Rezoning process steps that developers have to follow?

7. Will the design discussed at the ADP special meeting be the same design shared with the community on
January 12th?

I look forward to hearing from you so that I can better gain clarity on the many confusing steps in the rezoning
process specific to Abstract Development’s proposal for the Truth Centre site.

Thank you in advance,

Lynnette M. Kissoon
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Alicia Ferguson
To:
Subject:

Lacey Maxwell
RE: Abstract Development's Proposal for 1201 Fort Street and 1050 Pentrelew Place

On Jan 18, 2017, at 8:58 PM, Lynnette Kissoon wrote:
Dear Mayor Helps and Councillors Alto, Coleman, Isitt, Loveday, Lucas, Madoff, Thornton-Joe and Young,
Please find attached my letter to you all requesting that you please reject Abstract Development's proposal for
the Truth Centre site. I have also attached two tables which look at the developer's lack of compliance with the
OCP and the Rockland Neighbourhood Plan respectively.
Please understand that there are very valid reasons why the neighbours are adamantly against this proposal. I
stand strong with them.
I hope that the letter makes it easy for you to scan the details as I understand them and reflect as we have on the
negative impact this proposal will have on the local neighbours, Rockland and the City of Victoria.
The letters and tables have hyperlinks however, if any of you prefer to have the documents presented to you
printed and in a package, I would be more than willing to hand deliver the packages to City Hall myself.
Please email me and you will receive your package within 3 days.
Thank you for taking the time to hear one voice that reflects many on this very contentious issue.
Sincerely,
Lynnette Kissoon
1025 Pentrelew Place
PS: Warning: I am colourful and emphatic (smile).
<Abstract Development v OCP Final LMK.pdf><Letter to Mayor and Council Jan 18 2017 Abstract Proposal
1201 Fort Lynnette.pdf><Abstract Development v Rockland Neighbourhood Plan Final LMK.pdf>
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